Temporal action detection, as a branch of video analysis, aims to locate the time points when the actions start and end, and classify the actions occurred in videos into correct categories. Generating high-quality proposals is a key step in temporal action detection task. In this paper, we introduce a novel network, named multi-scale proposal regression network (MPRN), for temporal action proposal generation. First, we take encoding visual features as input and predict action scores for time points, in order to group them to generate rough proposals. Then, we regress the proposal's boundaries to obtain more precise proposals via our multi-scale proposal regression network. Compared with SSN and TURN, our multi-scale regression segments are characterized by flexible boundaries. Experiments show that 1) Our method is better than other proposal generation methods on THUMOS-14 dataset and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset. 2) The effectiveness of our method is due to its own architecture, not the selection of visual feature encoders. 3) Our proposal generation method can generate temporal proposals for unseen action classes, which shows the good generalization ability of our proposal generation method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of security technology, such as video surveillance, video analysis is in great required. Temporal action detection, as a branch of video analysis, aims to locate the time points at which the actions start and end, and classify the actions into the correct action categories. Traditional temporal action detection networks [1] , [2] are usually divided into three stages, i.e. proposal generation network, action classification network and post-processing network. Proposal generation network aims to find out the temporal regions when the actions start and end in videos. Action classification network is to classify the actions in proposals into correct action categories. And post-processing network aims to suppress redundant proposals usually by non-maxima suppression (NMS) [1] or other methods [2] .
Recently, the performance of action classification network has achieved convincing results while the quality of proposal The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongqiang Zhao . generation network is still poor. The duration of an action in a video is variable, from few seconds to several minutes. This may cause some challenges. Firstly, Shou et al. [1] adopted sliding windows with different scales and small strides to generate proposals, and they trained a module to evaluate the quality of generated proposals. However, this method with fixed temporal scales may lead to two drawbacks. The first is that when the durations of the action segments are longer or shorter than the scales of the sliding windows, the overlap between the proposal and the ground truth action instance may be incomplete. The second is that sliding windows with too many scales may lead to expensive computational cost. Secondly, Zhao et al. [6] relayed on the watershed algorithm to obtain small number of proposals per video, which may lead to the problem that some correct proposals are ignored due to the low action scores at some time points.
In this paper, we propose a novel temporal proposal generation network, named multi-scale proposal regression network (MPRN). Considering the small number of proposals in TAG [6] , we adopted a strategy to include the temporal peak FIGURE 1. The framework of our network. (a) Visual feature encoding network: We adopt two-stream network [3] as our visual feature encoder in snippet-level. (b) Action score computation network: We adopt two layers of convolutional neural networks to predict the action scores for time points in videos. (c) Multi-scale proposal regression network: Since the temporal boundaries of proposals generated by previous sub-network are rough, we adopt a multi-scale segments strategy to assign the starting and ending segments for rough proposals and the regression segments generated by this strategy have more flexible boundaries. In post-processing stage, we use Soft-NMS [7] to suppress redundant proposals.
points of action scores that might be ignored when the action scores are low, as a supplement to the time points in proposal generation stage. Meanwhile, the two-layer convolutional neural network is used to predict the action score at each time point, which can predict the action scores better than TAG [6] that used sliding window proposals with fixed scales to training the binary action classifier. Since the duration of the starting and ending stages in SSN [2] and TURN [4] are fixed, we use a multi-scale strategy to assign starting and ending segments with different scales for proposals. Fig.1 shows the framework of our network. Our network is divided into three sub-networks, visual feature encoding network, action score computation network and multi-scale proposal regression network. Visual encoding network encodes the visual features from video datasets and the visual features are served as the input of the following two sub-networks. Action score computation network predicts the action score of each time point in videos through two-layer convolutional neural network. Compared to TAG [6] , our action score computation sub-network can generate more proposals and cover most of the ground truth action instances well. Multi-scale proposal regression network assigns the starting and ending segments for the rough proposals generated by the action score computation network, and then regresses the temporal boundaries for them to obtain the final fine-tuned proposals.
Our network has following contributions:
(1) We introduce a new novel model based on action scores and multi-scale proposal regression strategy to generate high quality proposals. In our model, we generate rough proposals based on action score computation network. Then we fine-tune the temporal boundaries of proposals through our multi-scale proposal regression network to obtain more accurate proposals.
(2) Our action score computation network makes up for the shortcomings of TAG [6] . TAG uses fixed-scale sliding window proposals to train the binary actionness classifier, and some accurate proposals with low scores are ignored. In addition, our multi-scale proposal regression network adopts the multi-scale strategy to regress the temporal boundaries of proposals and obtains more precise proposals. The proposals we final get can cover most of ground truth action instances.
(3) Experiments show that our method achieves better results on THUMOS-14 dataset and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset than other temporal proposal generation methods. Moreover, our method can achieve better results than other methods when using different visual features. At the same time, our method can generate proposals for unseen action classes with high recalls.
II. RELATED WORK A. ACTION RECOGNITION
Action recognition now has been widely studied [13] - [15] . Early works such as [13] , [14] mainly based on hand-crafted visual features such as HOG, HOF and MBH. In recent years, the effect of deep learning on action recognition has been significantly improved. In 2001, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [12] are first introduced to action recognition task. Later, two-stream architectures [3] and 3D-CNN [10] are also introduced to encode visual features for appearance and motion features. Meanwhile, there are also some works [14] , [16] aim to exploring long-range temporal structures through RNNs. In addition, lots of action recognition methods [3] , [10] are used as visual feature encoder in temporal action detection task and temporal action proposal generation task.
B. OBJECT DETECTION
Temporal action detection is an extension of object detection in temporal dimension. Therefore, it is necessary to study object detection. The goal of object detection is to classify object proposals from foreground classes and background classes, and temporal action detection aims to classify the actions in temporal action proposals into correct categories. Recent proposal generation methods of object detection [22] , [23] , [25] base on deep neural networks and show better average recalls while using few proposals. Meanwhile, deep models [24] also introduce to capture object appearance features.
C. TEMPORAL ACTION DETECTION
Temporal action detection is a key task in video analysis. It not only classifies action instances in untrimmed videos into the correct categories, but also locate the starting and ending temporal points of action instances correctly. Usually, temporal action detection network is divided into three sub-networks: proposal generation network, action detection network and post processing network. The proposal generation network is designed to locate the starting and ending time points of action instances in videos. The task of action detecting network is to determine whether each proposal contains action instances or is background. The goal of post-processing network is to delete or suppress the redundant proposals that seem not to contain actions. Early methods [17] adopt LSTM network to solve early action detection task. SSN [2] adopt two-stage strategy. In the first stage, proposals are generated through TAG [6] . In the second stage, they design activity and completeness classifiers to detect actions.
D. TEMPORAL ACTION PROPOSAL GENERATION
Temporal action proposal generation is a key step in temporal action detection task, which aims to locate the starting and ending time points of actions in videos. The proposal generation network of S-CNN [1] uses multi-scale sliding windows to generate temporal proposals with different durations. TAG network [6] bases on the watershed algorithm to generate proposals which takes a sequence of complemented action values like 1D signal form. In addition, some works [16] , [18] adopt LSTM or RNN network to generate proposals in video stream.
III. OUR METHOD
Our network is divided into three sub-networks, visual feature encoding network, action score computation network and multi-scale proposal regression network.
A. VISUAL FEATURE ENCODING NETWORK
As we know, a good visual feature encoding network can improve the detection results. In this task, we adopt two-stream network [3] to extract visual features from videos. Two-stream network is divided into spatial stream and temporal stream. Spatial stream captures appearance features and temporal stream aims to capture motion features. It is a visual feature encoding network widely used in action recognition and action detection tasks.
As shown in Fig.1(a) , we divide a video V into N snippets, which can be described as V = {s n } N n=1 , where N is the total number of snippets. And a snippet s n contains two parts, n-th RGB frame in video V and the stacked optical flow frames around n-th RGB frame, which is obtained by deducing the frames around n-th RGB frame. Thus, a snippet s n can be described as s n = {r n , o n }. Secondly, in order to reduce the computational cost and the complexity, we extract snippets in the form of equal interval sampling with the interval of ϕ. Therefore, in order to better describe visual features of a snippet through two-stream network, we splice the output of the top layers of spatial network and temporal network to obtain the final visual feature vectors. The final encoded visual feature vector of n-th snippet is f n = {f rn , f on }, where f rn and f on are the outputs of spatial and temporal network, respectively. The final encoded visual feature sequences we obtained can be described as F = {f n } N n=1 and are the input for following two sub-networks.
B. ACTION SCORE COMPUTATION NETWORK
The goal of this sub-network is to predict the probability of actions occurring at time points. In TAG [6] , Zhao et al. use the binary actionness classifier to obtain actionness score for every time points. The binary actionness classifier they adopted is trained by pre-extracted sliding windows proposals. This not only increases the computational cost, but also leads to inaccurate action scores in some time points because of the fixed temporal scales of sliding window proposals. FIGURE 2. Details of action score computation network. We adopt two layers of convolutional neural networks to predict the action score for every time point. We not only group the temporal points with the action scores higher than 0.7 to generate temporal proposals, but we also search for the temporal points when the action scores changed shapely in very short time to supplement the number of proposals.
As shown in Fig.2 , we adopt two layers of convolutional neural networks to predict the action score for every time point. Inspired by TAG [6] , we group the temporal points with the action scores higher than 0.7 to generate temporal proposals. However, the number of proposals generated by this method is small, averaging less than 100 per video. Thus, we also search for the temporal points when the action scores change shapely to supplement the number of proposals, that is, the temporal peak points on the action score curve. This can avoid missing the correct time points in ground truth action instances because the action scores are lower than the threshold we set.
Our action score computation network not only can better predict the action scores compared with the TAG [6] that use sliding window proposals with fixed scales to train binary action classifier, but also can cover most of ground truth action instances well.
In order to better predict the probability of actions occurred in videos, we use the binary loss function to compute the loss:
where n total is the total number of samples and α pos = n positive n sample is the proportion of positive samples in all samples. λ is the ratio between α pos and α neg and is set to 2. β i is a two-values function, which is 1 when the value is higher than 0.5 and 0 when it is less than 0.5. s i is the predicted action scores for time points.
C. MULTI-SCALE PROPOSAL REGRESSION NETWORK
Since the temporal boundaries of proposals generated by action score computation network are rough, we adopt the multi-scale segment strategy to regress the temporal boundaries for proposals. Compared with fixed scales, our multi-scale strategy can obtain starting and ending segments of different durations which are more conducive to boundary fine-tune. We first assign starting and ending segments for proposals with different scales. For starting segment, we set the right boundary is the left boundary of center segment C s and the left boundary of starting segment is the time point that is closest to C s with the action score is 0.2 smaller than the action score of C s or is the closest peak temporal point to the C s . Similarly, for ending segment, the left boundary is the right boundary of center segment C e and the right boundary of ending segment is the time point that is closest to C e with the action score is 0.2 smaller than that of C e or is the closest peak time point to the C e . The start time point of starting segment and the end time point of ending segment can be described as St s and E e , respectively. Therefore, the proposal P i can be described as P i = {S start } C s St s ||{S center } C e C s ||{S end } E e C e . Second, in order to get more flexible boundaries, we divided the starting and ending segments into multiple scales for later proposal regression. As shown in Fig.3(a) , we divided the starting and ending segments into three scales, [2] and TURN [4] , which starting and ending segments are fixed scale, our starting and ending segments have different regression scales, which can better fine-tune the boundaries and have flexible and variable characteristics.
As shown in Fig.3(b) , we adopt two fully connected layers to regress the temporal boundaries for proposals, and the loss function for multi-scale proposal regression network is:
r start or end = gt start or end − proposal start or end segment scale 
where l i is the train label, which is 1 for positive samples and 0 for negative samples. r start j ,i is the start time point offset between the ground truth instance and j-th proposal. r pre start j ,i is the predicted offset of the start time point of j-th proposal. In this loss function, we use L 1 distance to evaluate the distance between ground truth and prediction.
D. POST-PROCESSING
After regression network, we obtain lots of proposals with different temporal overlaps with ground truth instances in videos. However, there are some redundant proposals which may cause lower recall and are not allowed in evaluation stage. Therefore, we adopt Soft-NMS [7] based on predicted scores to suppress redundant proposals. Soft-NMS [7] is a branch of non-maximal suppression (NMS) algorithm. It re-evaluates all proposals scores and keeps poor proposals still in low scores. Compared with Hard-NMS, Soft-NMS can obtain relatively high recall rate. Following Soft-NMS, we keep the scores lower than threshold unchanged. And for the proposals higher than threshold, we multiply them by the exponential function to suppress their scores. We use Gaussian function as Soft-NMS function, and it can be described as:
where σ is the parameter of Gaussian function and is set to 0.8. θ is the threshold, we set it to 0.6 on THUMOS-14 dataset and 0.7 on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In following, we firstly introduce the evaluation metrics, datasets and experimental setup, and secondly, we discuss the experimental results on two datasets.
A. DATASETS 1) THUMOS-14 THUMOS-14 [8] dataset is a widely-adopted dataset in action recognition and action detection tasks. The training set of it contains 13,320 trimmed video segments with 101 categories of actions. The validation set contains 1,010 untrimmed videos and test set contains 1,574 untrimmed videos. However, in temporal action detection task, only 20 categories of actions in dataset are labeled with action instances, including 200 videos in validation set and 213 videos in test set. Compared with ActivityNet-v1.3, THUMOS-14 has smaller scale, but their temporal annotations are more precise and denser, and the average number of action instances per video is 15.5. In addition, the durations of videos on THUMOS-14 dataset change greatly, from a few seconds to more than one hour, which is more challenging than ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset.
2) ActivityNet-v1.3
ActivityNet-v1.3 [9] is the largest dataset in action recognition and temporal action detection tasks. It contains 19,994 videos collected from YouTube with 200 categories of annotated actions. The entire dataset is divided into training set, testing set, and validation set in a ratio of 2:1:1.
B. EXPERIMENT SETUP 1) EVALUATION METRICS
In temporal action proposal generation task, average recall (AR) is usually used as evaluation metric. Following [2] , [4] , we adopt multiple tIoU thresholds to evaluate the quality of proposals. On THUMOS-14 dataset, we set the tIoU thresholds from 0.5 to 1.0 with a step of 0.05, from 0.5 to 0.95 with a step of 0.05 on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset. In order to better evaluate the relationship between recalls and the number of proposals, we also draw the curve of average recalls with different average number of proposals (AR@AN). In addition, we use the area under the AR-AN curve (AUC) as another evaluation metric on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset, where AN varies from 0 to 100. Meanwhile, for temporal action detection task, mean Average Precision (mAP) is usually used as evaluation metrics. Mean Average Precision (mAP) computes the precision of each action class respectively. On THUMOS-14 dataset, since the goal of temporal action detection task is to more accurately locate the action proposals and classify the action categories, the IoU thresholds from 0.3 to 0.7 can better reflect the accuracy of the action detection method than tIoU TABLE 1. Comparison of our method with other temporal action proposal generation methods on ActivityNet-v1.3 validation set in terms of AR@100 (%) and AUC (%). from 0.1 to 0.5. At the same time, many of the action detection methods [20] , [21] , [30] , [31] in recent years have adopted the tIoU from 0.3 to 0.7. Therefore, we adopt the IoU thresholds {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7}. And we use official toolkit of THUMOS-14 dataset to evaluate the quality of our proposals.
2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We use two-stream network [3] to extract RGB features and optical features. The snippet number is 16 on THUMOS-14 dataset and 5 on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset. Other details can be seen in [3] . For post-processing stage, we set the threshold θ to 0.6 on THUMOS-14 dataset and 0.7 on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset.
C. COMPARED WITH OTHER TEMPORAL ACTION PROPOSAL GENERATION METHODS
A good proposals generation method contains two characteristics. One is using few proposals to achieve high recall, and the other is the temporal overlap between the ground truth action instances and proposals should be as large as possible.
Firstly, we evaluate the performance of our proposal generation method via AR@AN and AUC. The comparison results on ActivityNe-v1.3 and THUMOS-14 dataset are reported in Table-1, 2 . On ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset, our method outperforms other temporal action proposal generation methods on both AR@100 and AUC, from 63.46% to 74.38% by 10.92% in terms of AR@100 and from 53.02% to 64.83% by 11.81% in terms of AUC. On THUMOS-14 dataset, our method obtains significant performance gains with relatively few proposals. When the average number of proposals is 50, our method improves significantly, from 17.56% to 37.11% by 19.55%.
In addition, we also draw the relationship between average recall and average number of proposals on THUMOS-14 dataset in Fig.4 . We can see that when the number of proposals is large, our method obtains comparative results when tIou < 0.8, and better results when tIoU > 0.8.
These results show the effectiveness and characteristics of our proposal generation methods. (1) Our proposal generation method achieves better results on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset and THUMOS-14 dataset. (2) Compared with TURN [4] and TAG [6] , our proposal generation method is more flexible on the boundaries and achieves better results on AR@AN, especially when AN = 1000 and tIoU > 0.8, our results are significantly improved.
D. COMPARED WITH DIFFERENT VISUAL FEATURES
In recent years, in addition to using two-stream network as visual feature encoder, another visual feature encoder widely used is C3D network [1] , [11] . Therefore, for fair comparison, we also use C3D network [10] as our visual feature encoder. We use the C3D network pre-trained on UCF-101 dataset [26] to extract visual features.
The comparison results are shown in Table- 3. When using C3D as the visual feature encoder, our method still outperforms other proposal generation methods, especially when the number of proposals is small (AR@50). These results indicate that the effectiveness of our proposal generation method, and that our architecture is the main reason for the improvements rather than the selection of visual features encoder.
E. GENERALIZATION ABILITY OF PROPOSALS
Another important characteristic of temporal action proposal generation method is the ability to work on unseen action classes. In order to make a fair comparison, following TAG [6] , we train our network on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset and generate proposals for THUMOS-14 dataset and adopt two-stream network as our visual feature encoder. Seen action classes of THUMOS-14 dataset have 10 categories: 'Clean And Jerk, Throw Discus, Hammer Throw, High Jump, Javelin Throw, Long Jump, Pole Vault, Shotput, Volleyball Spiking and Tennis Swing', and unseen action classes also have 10 categories: 'Baseball Pitch, Basketball Dunk, Billiards, Cliff Diving, Cricket Bowling, Cricket Shot, Diving, Frisbee Catch, Golf Swing and Soccer Penalty'.
Meanwhile, we evaluated our method on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset. According to the settings of CTAP [5] , we divided the action classes of ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset into 100 seen action classes and 100 unseen action classes. We use AR@100 to evaluate our method.
As shown in Table- 4, our proposal generation method also can generate proposals for unseen action classes and the recalls are only slightly lower than that of seen action classes. The AR@100 of unseen action classes on THUMOS-14 dataset and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset is 5.35% and 2.79% lower than that of seen action classes, respectively. This shows the ability of generalization for our proposal generation method. At the same time, our proposal generation method is more capable of generating proposals for unseen action classes than TAG and CTAP.
To sum up, in temporal action proposal generation task, our proposal generation method has the following characteristics:
(1) Compared with other proposal generation methods, our method obtains better performances in different evaluation metrics. In terms of AR@50, our method improves significantly, from 17.56% to 37.11% by 19.55%. (2) Our proposal generation method achieves better results than other proposal generation methods in different visual features, suggesting that the improvement of our results comes from our own architecture rather than the selection of visual feature encoders. (3) Our proposal generation method can still generate temporal proposals for unseen action classes, and the results are slightly lower than that of seen action classes, [6] and CTAP [5] proposal generation methods on the seen action classes and unseen action classes. We report the average recalls with 100 proposals (AR@100) on THUMOS-14 dataset and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset. Our proposal generation method also can generate proposals for unseen action classes and the recalls are slightly lower than that of seen action classes.
suggesting that our method can work on unseen action classes and has the ability of generalization.
F. ACTION DETECTION
The goal of temporal action proposal generation task is to generate high quality of proposals which helps action detection task. In this paper, we use S-CNN classifier to evaluate our proposal results following [4] , [5] , [11] .
Table-5 shows the comparison of our method with other temporal action proposal generation methods on THUMOS-14 dataset. Our method obtains significant better improvement of proposals than other proposal generation methods using same action classifier, from 10.3% to 22.9% by 12.6% when tIoU = 0.6. Experimental results show that when using the same action classifier, our method achieves better performance than other proposal generation methods when tIoU is 0.3 to 0.6. When tIoU is 0.7, we have achieved FIGURE 5. Qualitative example of retrieve proposals generated by our proposal generation method. First two rows are 4 proposals from two videos on THUMOS-14 dataset and last raw is 2 proposals on ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset. We randomly selected two videos and one video from the THUMOS14 dataset and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset, respectively, and retrieved proposals with the top-2 post-processing predicted scores from videos. Our method can obtain more precise temporal boundaries through action score computation sub-network and multi-scale regression sub-network.
TABLE 5.
Comparison of our method with other proposal generation methods on THUMOS-14 dataset in terms of mAP (%). Our method obtains significant better improvement than other proposal generation methods when use same action classifier. − indicates that results are unavailable in the corresponding papers.
comparable results, only 0.3% lower than BSN [31] . These show that our proposal generation method can generate high quality proposals and improve detection performance.
In addition, we further visualized some of the proposals on THUMOS-14 dataset and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset. We randomly selected two videos and one video from the THUMOS14 dataset and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset, respectively, and retrieved proposals with the top-2 post-processing predicted scores from videos. As shown in Fig.5 , our temporal proposal generation method can obtain more precise temporal boundaries through action score computation network and proposal regression network on THUMOS-14 dataset (top, middle) and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset (bottom).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce the multi-scale proposal regression network (MPRN) for temporal action proposal generation. Our method generates rough proposals based on action score computation network. Then we fine-tune the temporal boundaries of proposals through our multi-scale proposal regression network to obtain more accurate proposals. Experiments show that our method achieves better results than other temporal proposal generation methods on THUMOS-14 dataset and ActivityNet-v1.3 dataset, and the superiority of our method is proved by using different visual features. Meanwhile, the detection performance can be improved when the proposals generated by our method serves as the input to the detection network.
